Tech Mahindra Remaining Offer Letters – 2010 Batch

Following students are hereby informed to collect their Offer Letter from ATPC as per the below mentioned schedule:

**Date:** 17th & 18th June 10

**Time:** 4:00 to 5:00 pm

**List of Students:**

1. Chhavi Vatwani  
2. Shubham Goel  
3. Pavneet Puri  
4. Vinay Chandel  
5. Rachit Sharma

**Important Note:**

- Student has to personally come and collect his offer letter. No excuse whatsoever will be entertained in this regard.

- Student has to bring any Identification proof along with him / her.

- Offer letters will be distributed as per the mentioned schedule.

*All the Best!*

**Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Rana**  
Director